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Multiple interactions

Multiple interactions: Several parton pairs undergo hard interactions

Simplest m.i. event: 4 jets, not easily distinguished from QCD 
cascade process

Existing experimental evidence: CDF:                                                          

ZEUS:
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Forward jets and m.i.
Why should m.i. matter for forward jets ?

M.I. represent small correction to standard single parton
interaction QCD . It may be important in those regions of phase
space which standard QCD does not populate e.g. forward jet
region. (Similarly as Mueller forward jets - signature of non-
DGLAP evolution, are observed in the phase space region not 
populated by DGLAP evolution)

Large xjet/xbj to 
enhence phase
space for BFKL 
evolution

22 Qptjet ≈

to supress DGLAP 
evolution
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Forward jets ⇔forward particles (π0)
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Simulation of m.i. in DIS
At present only MC program which can simulate DIS events with m.i. is 

PYTHIA

Use PYTHIA 6.2

Problems: 

1. Initialization of m.i.  at fixed energy of               

2. In PYTHIA 6.2 ep DIS ISR is not implemented direct contribution 
too large, poor description of e.g. transverse energy flow for medium 
Q2

Solutions:

1. Use gamma – p mode with photon 4-momentum calculated for given 
x-Q2 bin. In this way we can only calculate  ratio (fwd-jet with 
m.i./fwd-jet) at fixed x and Q2

2. Calculate above ratio for resolved process only

pγ
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PYTHIA 6.2 in „gamma” mode

(X, Q2) p_gamma

No, cross section, arbitrary
scale, only ratio m.i./no-m.i.

X=0.08*10-3 ; Q2=3.2

m.i. 
option

2

X=0.27*10-3; Q2=7.0

m.i. 
option

2

Forward π0 with multiple interactions
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Forward Jets with multiple interactions

X=0.0011; Q2=7.3

m.i. option 2 m.i. opt. 2

m.i. opt. 4

No m.i.

X=0.00036; Q2=13.1

pTjet>3.5

pTjet>5.0
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Summary and outlook

•PYTHIA 6.2 is not yet tuned to ep DIS at HERA

•Small effect of multiple interactions on forward π0 cross section

•Effect of multiple interaction on the resolved contribution to „mueller” 
forward jets can be substantial

•Effect of m.i. on forward jet/particle cross sections will  be checked
combining RAPGAP (direct and resolved cross sections) and PYTHIA 6.2 
(m.i. corrections to resolved part)

•Forward jet region could be interesting for studies of m.i. especially if
additional observable enhencing resolved contribution could be 
measured together with forward jet
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Transverse energy flow in Q2 bins ,default PYTHIA steering
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Transverse energy flow in Q2 bins , somewhat tuned PYTHIA 
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ZEUS 4j events in photoproduction

Xjeep ++→ 4


